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Abstract

This research study was carried out at Jose Manuel Restrepo School, which is one of the
eight pilot schools in the process of becoming bilingual. This study was conducted through the
use of task based learning methodology as a strategy to improve oral production skills in third
and fourth graders in J.M.R school. The main objective of this projectis to analyze and interpret
the effects of the implementation of TBL on oral production skills of the participants.
The participants of this study were 24 students from 8 to 12 years old in the third and
fourth grade. The current study adopteda mixed-methods approach using different data collection
methods in order to obtain qualitative and quantitative data. These instruments were pre and post
test, interviews, audio and video recordings. Teacher-researchers used content analysis to
analyze the qualitative data.Thecategories and results of qualitative data were supplemented and
supported by numerical statistics and graphs of the quantitative data analysis.
The findings of the study showed that students improved their listening skills, for
example: understanding questions. The students did not gain fluency when speaking in English.
However, they improved their pronunciation and enriched their vocabulary. They also showed
that hesitation was reduced. Finally, students demonstrated that they gained confidence in
speaking English because they were able to use the learning strategies taught by the teacherresearchers such as: following conversation model and asking for clarification and help.
Key words: TBL, Oral skills, Action Research, Bilingualism, Task

Resumen
Este proyecto de investigación se llevó a cabo en el colegio José Manuel Restrepo, el cual
es uno de los ocho colegios piloto en el proceso de convertirse en bilingüe. Este estudio fue
conducido a través del enfoqueTaskBasedLearning como estrategia para mejorar la producción
oral en estudiantes de tercero y cuarto grado. El objetivo principal del proyecto es analizar e
interpretar los efectos de la implementación de TBL en cuanto a las habilidades de producción
oral de los participantes.
Los participantes de este estudio fueron 24 estudiantes de 8 a 12 años de tercero y cuarto
grado de primaria. El estudio adopto un enfoque de métodos mixtos usando diferentes tipos de
técnicas de recolección de datos con el fin de obtener información cualitativa y cuantitativa.
Estos instrumentos fueron un pre y post test, entrevistas y grabaciones de audio y video. Los
profesores –investigadores utilizaron análisis de contenidos como método de análisis de datos
para la información de naturaleza cualitativa. Las categorías y resultados fueron complementados
y apoyados por estadísticas numéricas y graficas del análisis de la información cuantitativa.
Los hallazgos del estudio mostraron que los estudiantes mejoraron sus habilidades de
escucha,como por ejemplo la comprensión de preguntas. Los estudiantes no adquirieron fluidez
al hablar. Sin embargo mejoraron su pronunciación y enriquecieron su vocabulario. De igual
manera también demostraron que su vacilación al hablar disminuyo. Finalmente, los estudiantes
demostraron que ganaron confianza al hablar en Ingles porque fueron capaces de usar las
estrategias de aprendizaje enseñadas por los profesores-investigadores tales como: Seguir
modelos de conversación y pedir aclaración y ayuda.
Palabras Clave: TBL, habilidades orales, Investigación Acción, Bilingüismo, Labor.
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Chapter One
Introduction

1.1. Background of the Study
Colombia is a society full of needs and pending improvements in terms of education. This
country is immersed in a widespread process of helping people face the challenges of today and
also to be part of academic, economic, social, and culture-global dynamics. The ministry of
education has created the “Plan Nacional de Bilingüismo” with the purpose of increasing the
levels of competence in a foreign language and to training more competent people in the use of a
second language, in this case English. The main purpose is to have citizens capable of
communicating in English and fostering their competence in this language.
Moreover, this plan was created as a strategy to raise and improve the quality of English
teaching in Colombia and to introduce the plan in universal communicative processes that allow
Colombian people to achieve international standards in this language. Consequently, this
program has consolidated strategies such as: the definition of standards of competence in
English; the evaluation of students’ competence, teachers, and language programs; improvement
programs for the formation of professors in language and methodologies of English teaching;
and the implementation of new technologies while learning and teaching English.
Following this idea, a different plan named “Plan Piloto de Bilingüismo en 10 años.”was
established in Bogota. It was presented by the ministry of education in 2004. This plan states that
communicative competence in English and the promotion of that competence are the goals in all
educational sectors then, the main goal propose up to 2019 in Colombia is for the proficiency of
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a foreign language. As a result, the creation of strategies to generate the development of
communicative competence in English must be a priority in all educational sectors.
The specific goals proposed by this plan are the following: for the students of basic and
high school, as soon as they finish eleventh grade, to be in a B1 level, which means, that they
must be independent users according to the Common European Framework of Reference
(CEFR). Correspondingly, high school teachers will be in a B2 level, which also means they
must be independent as well as upper intermediate users. Accordingly to the Modern Languages
major, future English teachers are expected to have a level between B2 and C1; and students of
other majors are expected to have a B2 level.
Several alliances are generated to respond to this plan. As discussed below, people
involved in this plan are going to work closely with the Ministry of Education, international
cooperation, and other educational institutions. Moreover public universities participate in this
alliance through the programs of language and methodology and teachers’ education in modern
languages majors. Other institutions that are included in this alliance are language centers, the
local government, and Secretaria de Educación.
Eight institutions located in Bogotá were chosen to pilot this plan. One of them is José
Manuel Restrepo (J.M.R) School. It is an official institution in the process of becoming bilingual.
The institution is located in Jose Antonio Galan Neighborhood. This school is known as a social,
diverse, and heterogeneous organization, whose outcomes and goals converge on common
interests, according to its Proyecto Educativo Institucional (PEI). This educational plan is also
based on bilingualism, and the implementation of information and communication technologies
in the teaching - learning process. The institution emphasizes on the student’s acquisition of
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English in a practical and effective way, by applying the best methodology available for students
and teachers.
The school is composed of students, teachers, parents or guardians, administrative staff,
and services. The school government is composed of the principal, the academic board, the
students’ board, the students’ representative, and the parents’ association. Moreover, J.M.R
school works under two schedules: morning and afternoon, in which there are services for preschool, elementary, and high school. The academic schedule for both (morning and afternoon)
runs from Monday through Friday. The school consists of twelve grades and there are three
classrooms per grade, (for instance: 401, 402, and 403). Every classroom has between thirty-five
and forty students approximately.
Students’ population of this research study is boys and girls between eight and twelve
years old. The majority of them are from Bogotá and they belong to lower-middle socioeconomic levels such as two and three. All of them are immersed in the school’s bilingual plan.
Although they have significant difficulties with their level, they are in the process of overcoming
their weaknesses and becoming effective in the proficiency of a second language.
Table 1.1 contains basic information about grades, ages, gender, and the socio-economic
state of the subjects from the study. This data was collected at the beginning of the study through
classroom observations, and thanks to the information given by teachers and the principal of the
school. The table aims to reflect the population, to whom TBL was applied, and to reflect the
impact of this methodology with students from a basic oral level of English.
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Table 1.1
Grades, Ages, Gender and Socio-Economic Level (SEL)
COURSES

3rd grade
th

4 grade

AGES
Years Old
Students
8
17
9
17
10
5
9
11
10
17
11
8

GENDER
Female
Male
23

16

14

22

Level
3
2

3
2

SEL
Students
35
4

34
2
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1.2. Description of the Problem
To start the development of the research project started with an observational process. The
observations followed the principles of Wajnryb (1992) in relation to: “Attending to the learner”,
“The learner as doer”, and “Learner level”. Each of these sections has a specific purpose: the first
one focuses on: “Teachers attending behavior towards the learners”, the second one refers to the
kind of activities developed by the teacher (cognitive, affective, and physical) and the third one
covers the overt signs of learner level.
As a matter of fact, these preliminary observations showed the teacher- student
relationship, its strengths and weaknesses, the way the teacher acknowledges the students
through verbal and non-verbal means; the presence, contribution, and individual learner’s needs,
and how this can affect students’ oral performance.
In the observational process, the main issue identified was in students’ oral performance,
where abilities such as pronunciation, fluency, and vocabulary were not at the expected level
according to the standards and goals of the classes.
Also, the most common issues detected were that the teachers did not know their students’
names because of the quantity of students. The teachers also used eye contact with students to
keep control over the class and to maintain students’ focus on the topic of the classes.
In each observation, the students performed a series of activities. It is relevant to say that
each one of them had an important interactive and communicative goal, in which learners were
supposed to speak constantly and use different vocabulary and specific structures according to
the topic and level.
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Although the interaction between the students was constant, it was noticed that their level
in terms of oral production was not appropriated for the level which they were supposed to reach.
This was evident at the time of natural conversation in the classroom, when students had the
need to talk either about the tasks or about a natural topic that came up inside the classroom
environment; they had the opportunity to show their abilities through the tasks, since they needed
to follow steps, and rules to communicate with other students. The lack of fluency, pronunciation
and vocabulary were observed at the time of sharing thoughts about the outcomes of the
activities and tasks where students had to talk and expose their opinions or follow a conversation
model.
1.3. Research Question
What are the effects of Task Based Learning as a strategy to develop more oral production
skills in 3rd and 4th graders in this public school in Bogota?
1.4 Objectives
General objective
To determine, analyze and interpret the effects of the implementation of Task-Based
Learning (TBL) in terms of oral production skills in 3rd and 4th graders in a public school in
Bogotá.
Specific Objectives


To analyze the process of implementing Task Based Learning in learners of Jose Manuel
Restrepo School.



To collect information about the effects of the implementation of Task- Based
methodology in the oral skills of the speaking activities of students in 3rd and 4th grade of
Jose Manuel Restrepo School.
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To analyze the effects of Task-Based methodology in the process of overcoming
difficulties in oral production of 3rd and 4th graders, more specifically vocabulary,
pronunciation and fluency.

1.5. Rationale of the study
The main objective for teachers, in students’ language learning processes, is the
appropriate development of English skills such as speaking, listening, writing and reading.
Considering that speaking skill is a vital element in student’s ability to communicate and to
express their ideas, questions and main personal information, according to their English level and
as circumstances demand, it is absolutely necessary the constant incorporation of teaching
strategies that will establish and contribute to the development of this language skill in class.
The learners at José Manuel Restrepo School are boys and girls among eight and eleven
years of age, most of them are from Bogota. They are in a process of learning English as their
language, but they have had a lot of difficulties in this process due to some obstacles related to
the development and the management of the classes which have not allowed them to progress.
Those obstacles include lack of frequency of English classes, broader preparation by teachers
and lack of tools to make classes more significant. Students display a low level in the four skills
(Speaking, Listening, Reading and Writing); mainly in speaking which is an important skill
necessary to accomplish the goal of becoming bilingual. Thus, this project focuses on speaking
because during the preliminary observations it was noticed that most of the learners had
difficulties to produce complete sentences in the foreign language. Their level of oral production
is low and this is a significant difficulty in the process of learning ESL.
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Consequently, the purpose to work with students at Jose Manuel Restrepo School is
because this institution is part of the “Plan Nacional de Bilingüismo” proposed by the Ministry
of Education, and managed under the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR).
Based on the main objective of “Plan Nacional de Bilingüismo”, which is to create a short
or mid-term action plan to educate citizens from Bogota to become skillful English speakers, the
project is justified because evaluating TBL as a current language teaching methodology can
provide a significant part of the whole action plan and contribute to the PNB objective’s
achievement.
This research project is also important for J.M.R because this school, as one of the pilot
schools from Plan Nacional de Bilingüismo, can start evaluating some approaches and
methodologies that can be useful to achieve the main goal of the plan; in this case, implementing
TBL within the English classroom as one of the methodologies for English language learning.
This research project is also useful for education in different cities of the country apart
from Bogota because it will be a meaningful step in the process of improving the quality of
education. It gives teachers clues to start implementing new approaches and methodologies that
will help students become effective in a second language and raise the educational standards in
Colombia.
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Chapter Two
Literature Review
2.1 Theoretical Framework
The research project states some main concepts to implement TBL as a strategy to improve
oral skills in students, the following concepts are key to understand why the methodology can be
a beneficial tool to improve oral skills and use English in a real way.
2.1.1 Constructivism
The research project aims to describe the characteristics of one of the components as it is
the oral production, in terms of acquisition of a second language. It is relevant to describe the
background of the language acquisition according to the TBL methodology, in order to define
how people acquire a language. To do so, it is necessary to see the notion of constructivism.
According to Carretero (2006), the individual maintains in both cognitive and social aspects of
behavior and the affective, not only a mere product environment or simply a result of its internal
arrangements, but a construction which is being produced every day as a result of the interaction
of these two factors. Consequently, in the constructivist position knowledge is not a copy of
reality, but a construction that human beings create. The tools that the individual uses to perform
the construction are basically the schemes that he/she already has. i.e. everything that is already
built in his/her relationship with the surrounding environment.
In addition, it is important to mention that according to the constructivism, knowledge is a
product of social and culture interaction. Jarvis (2000) states that Jean Piaget developed one of
the most important constructs of the constructivism thought: Cognitive development. Piaget
defines it as the acquisition of successive logical structures increasingly complex underlying the
different areas and situations that the subject is able to solve as he/she grows. Jarvis (2000) also
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remarks that Piaget creates the constructs of three stages: sensorimotor, preoperational and
concrete operational in which a child learns while he is growing.
From this theory, the constructivism has created the notion that a child learns according to
the stage in which he is in. Consequently, the teacher needs to take into account the general
capacity of the learner at different ages. Keeping in mind this, the learning process has to be a set
of actions directed to improve precisely the cognitive knowledge. Due to this, the teacher needs
to be aware of the conceptions of the learner, both, the ones that he/she possesses before they
start the learning process as the ones he/she generates during the process.
In constructivism and acquisition of knowledge, constructivism can be applied to the study
and the acquisition of language as well, and as it is intended since the beginning of the study, the
aim is to help students to develop better skills to improve their oral performance in the second
language.
According to Carretero (2006), constructivism is a paradigm in which teaching becomes
not only a process for learners but also for teachers, where the constructivist acquisition of a
language involves instructions that must enable the construction of knowledge. It must be able of
being applicable to the learner reality; several methodologists have born from constructivism
through years, all of them with the common principles labeled by the constructivist theory.
In terms of Task Based Learning, and the connection with constructivism, by applying this
methodology, the students direct their attention on experiences, real contexts, and activities that
can be used as an expansion on varied environments, not always necessarily inside the
classroom. Also, the constructive mental activity of the student applies to contents that are
already been made. This means that they are the result of a process of social level construction
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that needs a guide from the teacher, who has the role of counselor to help and guide the learning
of the student.
2.1.2. Task Based Learning (TBL)
The following, will be a description of the applied methodology from the study.
According to Nunan (2004), Task Based Language teaching has strengthened the
following principles and practices:


A needs-based approach to content selection.



An emphasis on learning to communicate throughout interaction in the target
language.



The introduction of authentic texts into the learning situation.



The accessible evidence of opportunities for learners to focus not only on language
but also in the learning process itself.



An enhancement of the learner’s own personal experiences as an important
contributing element to classroom learning and the linking of classroom language
learning with language use outside the classroom.

TBL focuses on the authentic use of language, and also about students’ learning throughout
meaningful tasks using the target language, for example: visiting a doctor, conducting an
interview or booking a room. Nunan (2004) makes a distinction between real world or target
tasks and pedagogical tasks saying that “pedagogical tasks are those that occur in the classroom,
and as the name implies, real world tasks refer to uses of language in the world beyond the
classroom”.
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The stages to develop the implementation of TBL are the following:
Pre-task: In this stage, teacher presents through a short activity, what will be expected from
the students. In the pre-task phase also, the teacher provides students with key vocabulary or
grammatical constructs.
Task: This is the main stage of TBL; during this stage, students will perform the task, and
the teacher’s role is typically limited to one of an observer or counselor. This is the reason TBL
methodology is considered a student-centered methodology.
Feedback: In this stage students receive comments about their performance during the task,
and it is evaluated if the tasks goals there were achieved.
2.1.3. The Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR)
The Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR) is a descriptive framework
which is in charge of recognizing and qualifying communication through the standardization of
the knowledge for an L2 speaker, in this case, English. It includes the performance of the subject
in general aspects such as teaching, learning, curriculum designing, or course designing.
The main characteristic of the CEFR, according to (Morrow, 2004), remains on the fact
that:
“The contents of the framework are therefore designed principally to act as a frame of
reference in terms of which different qualifications can be described, different language
objectives can be identified, and the basis of different achievements standards can be set
out.”(p. 7)
The frame was designed in order to scale and categorize the speakers into 6 different
levels. They are divided into: A1, A2 (Basic), B1, and B2 (Independent), and C1, C2
(Proficient). Those levels work as descriptors of the level of the learner, the objectives and goals
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to be reached, and also the level of achievement that the learner is acquiring during the process.
One of the advantages of those descriptors is that they help the institutions to establish a level for
each student, depending on what they are able to do.
Table 2.1
Language Levels of the CEFR in relation to the English Proficiency that the students are
supposed to have at JMR School.

C2

Proficient
User

C1

B2

Independent
User

B1

A2

Basic
User
A1

Can understand with ease virtually everything heard or read. Can summarize
information from different spoken and written sources, reconstructing
argument and account in a coherent presentation. Can express him/herself
spontaneously, very fluently and precisely, differentiating finer shades of
meaning even in more complex situations.
Can understand a wide range of demanding, longer texts, and recognize
implicit meaning. Can express him/herself fluently and spontaneously without
much obvious searching for expressions. Can use languages flexibly and
effectively for social, academic and professional purposes. Can produce clear,
well-structured, detailed text on complex subjects, showing controlled use of
organizational patterns, connectors and cohesive devices.
Can understand the main ideas of complex texts on both concrete and abstract
topics, including technical discussions in his/her field of specialization. Interact
with a degree of fluency and spontaneity that makes regular interaction with
native speakers quite possible without strain for either party. Can produce
clear, detailed text on a wide range of subjects and explain a viewpoint on a
topical issue giving the advantages and disadvantages of various options.
Can understand the main point of clear standard input on familiar matters,
regularly encountered in work, school, leisure, etc. Can deal with most
situation likely to arise whilst travelling in an area were the language is spoken.
Can produce simple connected text on topics which are familiar or of personal
interest. Can describe experiences and events, dreams, hopes, and ambitions
and briefly give reasons and explanations from options and plans.
Can understand sentences and frequently used expressions related to areas of
most immediate relevance (e.g. very basic personal and family information,
shopping, local geography, employment). Can communicate in simple routine
tasks breaking a simple and direct exchange of information on familiar and
routine matters. Can describe in simple terms aspects of his/her background,
immediate environment and matters in areas of immediate need.
Can understand and use familiar everyday expressions and very basic phrases
aimed at the satisfaction of need of a concrete type. Can introduce him/herself
and others, and can ask and answers questions about personal details such as
where he/she lives, people he/she knows and things he/she has. Can interact in
a simple way provided the other persons talks slowly and clearly and is
prepared to help.

Note: The data are adapted from web site: http://www.coe.int/t/DG4/Portfolio/?M=/main_pages/levels.html
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2.1.4 Speaking skill
Due to the importance of peaking skills for this study, it is necessary to go deeper, and
explore definitions from different authors.
The first ones are, Dore and Guttridge (2006) who intend to focus their attention on
fluency and use of speaking skills in students, also, in students who need to go further in their
learning process to improve weaknesses, and gain speed, vocabulary and knowledge of the
different topics. In the text, the authors promote practice in this process in order to help the
students to be aware of their process not only inside the classroom but, outside as well. In
addition, the authors want to create a self-awareness of the learning process coming from the
student which is something necessary in educational issues.
Conversely, Miller (2003) states not only the importance of starting the development and
getting a sense of self-improving to speak in formal situations but also the significance of
starting using the personal skills that everyone has as a natural characteristic. In doing so, it is
important to take into account personality, the environment, and also the knowledge about every
kind of topics that the person has depending on the context. The book focuses on showing
people’s skills, but not from pressure; it is a personal desire that helps improving speaking.
Ellis (1994) shows how research and learning are linked together showing the importance
of being aware of learning processes with the intention of being prepared to do assessment and
find solutions for the learning problems through tasks in different stages. Besides, research and
learning promote the use of interaction in the class as a good tool to measure the advance when
using skills and the positive results to confirm if students overcome the weaknesses and
strengths, working or polishing, depending on the situation. So, research and learning are
important to be taken into account as a supporting way to work with the ability of interaction.
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The development of students’ speaking skills is a fundamental part to consider in this
study. As Dore and Guttridge (2006) remark, teachers need to be aware that students need to
acquire a good level in their speaking skill inside and outside the classroom as a way to control a
second language.
2.1.5.Fluency
Taking into account the amount of concepts related to fluency, Brown (2003) gives
examples of the most important concepts from other authors, he mentioned the concept from
Hartmann and Stork (1976) they said that a person is fluent when he or she speaks a language
and uses its structures accurately. Also, when he concentrates on content rather than form, using
the units and patterns automatically at a normal speed in a conversation when they are needed.
Also, taking into account Brown’s article and his compilation of concepts, he mentioned the
conception from Fillmore (1979) who proposed that fluency needs to include main abilities such
as:
The subject can use the time in his favor to fill it with words, using the language with
creativity and also avoiding the pauses which make the communication process confusing and
more difficult; also, to connect the context with the ideas and the words used, finally, be
coherent, concise, and clear when speaking according to the context.
To support the previous conceptions, Brown (2003) also talked about Brumfit (1984). He
claimed that fluency was related to the natural way of using the language, and he also connected
his belief with the Fillmore ideas by mentioning four skills such as: Speed and continuity,
coherence, context-sensitivity, and creativity.
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Brown also remarked the conceptions of Richards, Platt, and Weber (1985) in which they
define fluency in a similar way as Brumfit. He claims that: Fluency needs to include the
following characteristics. Native-like use of pausing
 Rhythm
 Intonation
 Stress
 Rate of speaking
 Use of interjections and interruptions.
The author also mentions that fluency gives a person the characteristics and the features of
communication to his/her speech.
To conclude, fluency in terms of oral skills for this study remains in the idea that a speaker
communicates his ideas taking into account speed, use of target language, accuracy, and the
context, the real situations and his or her own experiences. Speakers use learning strategies to
avoid the use of fillers according to TBL. Finally, he or she takes advantage of time to produce
language in a more significant way with it in his favor.
2.16Plan piloto de bilingüismo de Bogotá
Plan Piloto de Bilingüismo, was presented by the Ministry of Education in 2004. As the
main goal, it seeks for the dominion of a second language by 2019. To reach this goal, it is
important to state several strategies in order to generate the development of communicative
competences in English.
As mentioned in the background of the study, the specific goals proposed by this plan are:
for the students of basic and high school as soon as they finish eleventh grade to be in a B1 level,
which means, they will be independent users according to Common European Framework of
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Reference (CEFR). Correspondingly, high school teachers will be in a B2 level, which also
means they must be independent as well as upper intermediate learners. Consequently, future
English teachers are expected to have a level between B2 and C1 and students of other majors to
have a B2 level.
As a result, several alliances were generated; public schools are going to work closely with
the Ministry of Education; international cooperation and other educational institutions, like
public universities, participate in this alliance through programs of language and methodology;
teachers’ education in Modern Languages majors also join this goal. Other institutions that will
be included in this alliance will be language centers, the local government and Secretaria de
Educación.
2.2. Related studies
With the aim of supporting the study and to provide validation, it was necessary to do
research in order to find related studies. Some of those studies will be presented in this chapter,
studies found at local as well as international level.
Thesis that were found at ERIC data base, were adequate even when it was difficult to find
complete information. But even though, it could be seen that some of them were taken into
account to the same structure that this study focuses on, e.g., the first project, (Mobley, 1991),
was a practicum study sought to improve the confidence, clarity, and fluency of 115 seventh
graders' public speaking skills. Students' public speaking skills were evaluated before and after
the practicum by rotating peer review committees of three students each. The study was
implemented through qualitative designs; the analysis was taken by class discussions, interviews
and storytelling.
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The findings of this study showed that the percentage of the students exhibiting selfconfidence while speaking to an audience increased from 33% to 88%, clearly articulating and
projecting of the voice at a suitable rate of speed increased from 37% to 91%; demonstrating
fluency in context, organization, vocabulary, and usage increased from 25% to 82%.
Indeed, Mobley’s study showed the importance of improving fluency and clarity when
speaking in young students and that is a big relation with the purposes of this study, in which the
intention is to improve students’ oral performance in terms of fluency, vocabulary and
pronunciation. In both cases, interaction and use of English, are relevant and these projects want
to work with a process in which students are going to be evaluated in several stages to see how
advanced are they becoming.

Furthermore, a similar study, Songsiri (2007) at Victoria University, Thailand. It
investigated students’ attitudes towards language learning, especially speaking, at King
Mongkut’s Institute of Technology, North Bangkok, Thailand. One of the important factors
needing change in Thai education is the improvement of language teaching, especially speaking
skills.

The aim of this study is to improve the use of English in Thai students, but focusing mainly
on speaking skills in order to gain more confidence and fluency when using the language in
communication and interaction, applying action research to help them overcoming the problems
of confidence and also to reach an outcome during the processes. The results of the research
indicated that students’ increased confidence in speaking English was influenced by teaching
learning strategies, using authentic materials and presenting the activity in non-threatening terms.
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Moreover, the study “Teaching oral communication skills: A task based approach”, also
presents high relation to our study. This paper was presented by M. Mojibur Rahman (2010),
describes the applications of the task-based methodology to teach oral communication skills in
an academic setting. It was developed with students of Engineering and Technology at the Indian
School of Mines, Dhanbad in order to make students proficient in oral skills. As the main
purpose this study tended to explore the possibility and feasibility of task-based methodology in
the teaching of oral communication. The findings showed that the use of TBL was rewarding,
intrinsically interesting, and educationally beneficial for the participants. They got involved in
different tasks as they were giving the feeling of real life situation. Their final performances were
impressively polished and much improved. The final product was of high level in that 70 percent
of the participants got higher grades.
Finally, a last research study similar to this current study is Wigglesworth and Elder’s
study (2010). They investigated the relationship between three variables in the IELTS oral
module--planning, proficiency, and task--and it was designed to enhance our understanding of
how or whether these variables interact. Taken from ninety candidates, in two groups-intermediate and advanced--each undertook three tasks with either 1 or 2 min planning time or
none. Due to the importance of planning a class to make it effective, different stages were
followed. As well, pre tasks, tasks, and post tasks were the main points of attention for the
project. The study concludes with a discussion of possible reasons for our null findings and
proposes avenues for further research.

At the local level there is not a big amount of research projects related to task based
learning. The searching was developed in different universities of Bogota such as, Universidad
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Libre, Universidad de los Andes, Universidad Pedagógica Nacional, that also have similar BA
programs. It was found that most of these universities have projects that involve the creation of
new material to teach English focusing on a specific skill for instance writing or speaking, the
materials were interactive CD and books.
One of the places that had some similar research projects related to improvement of oral
skill was Universidad Pedagógica Nacional, however the studies that were found were difficult
to acquire because the thesis were not in digital or in physic, so, it was hard to obtain the
abstracts even though Universidad Pedagógica Nacional had a lot of sources that were similar to
the project that is going to be developed.
Another place where local studies were found was a study from Nacional University. It
was conducted by Gutierrez (2005), this study describe the process of implementation of several
tasks in order to improve students’ oral skills in which student can discovered new meaning of
the vocabulary acquired and establishing social relations with others. Gutierrez establishes as the
main research question “What is the role of interactive tasks in students’ oral production?
This study was conducted in a public school in Bogotá, using as data collection
instruments: questionnaires, video and audio recordings, and dairies to register information
through observations in classes’ time. At the end of this study Gutierrez concludes that tasks
activities helped students to improve their oral skills and how TBL let students’ carry out
activities around their personal experiences concluding that students showed a certain level of
knowledge and proficiency in the language use.
Given all this, since the search of thesis projects that were made in order to get similar
information related with the current one was not successful as expected, it was necessary to focus
on different sources such as pro quests, internet sources, and books; perhaps the results were not
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favorable and the main concern was to find specific documents with a relation with the existing
paper.
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Chapter Three
Methodology
3.1 Type of research
Action research
Action research is a method that mainly focuses on getting information that will enable
researchers to change conditions in a particular situation in which they are personally involved.
According to Carr and Kemmis (1986), action research is “a form of self-reflective enquiry
undertaken by participants in social situations in order to improve the rationality and justice of
their own practices, their understanding of these practices, and the situations in which the
practices are carried out” (p. 162).
Kemmis and McTaggart (1988) stated that there are three defining characteristics of action
research which are: first, this research method is carried out by practitioners (for our purposes,
pre-service teachers) rather than outside researchers. Second, this is a collaborative method and
finally, it seeks for changing things. Besides, Cohen and Manion (1985) offer similar
characteristics, thus, they argued that action research is first and foremost situational, being
concerned with the identification and solution of problems in a specific context. They also
identified collaboration as an important feature of this type of research, and stated that the aim of
action research is to improve the current state of affairs within the educational context in which
the research is being carried out.
Moreover, Kember (2000) has distilled seven major characteristics of action research from
Carr and Kemmis’ (1986) original description which are: Social practice, aimed towards
improvement, cyclical, systematic enquiry, reflective, participative, determined by the
practitioners.
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Consequently, it is relevant to explain how important, useful and necessary is the use of
action research as a research method for the development of this project. There are some
important characteristics that will support that relevance. Firstly, action research is especially
carried out by practitioners; i.e. final semester students who are in the process of becoming
classroom teachers. Secondly, action research fosters collaborative work among practitioners.
Finally, the aim of action research focuses on producing a change over the course of the process.
Thus, we may conclude that this method is appropriate for the current research project
because one of its major concerns is to cause a significant change in the conditions in which the
research takes place. The researchers who are developing the current research work intend to
help the population under investigation to work as a collaborative community, looking for
changes that grant benefit to all of them.
3.2 Research Design
In any kind of study, research projects needs to establish ethical rules to manage the
information collected and the ways to gather it. Those rules consist of the subjects’ right to
freedom and self-determination. Therefore, a research project needs to protect and respect
identities and personal information of the participants that take part on it. For that reason, it is
necessary to create a special document asking for permission to the people who are going to be
studied in order to receive approval.
Taking into account the previous information and the development of the current research
project, it was necessary to ask parents’ permission through consent letters that were designed by
researchers. Those letters explained the main objective of the project and how it will help the
students’ language learning improvement and the length of the research. Once the letters were
given to the parents and after their approval, it was possible to start the research itself.
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Mixed Research
Two sub-types of mixed research include qualitative and quantitative features for different
phases of the study, plus a mixed model research using quantitative and qualitative approaches
within or across phases of the study. Research approaches are generally categorized into
quantitative and qualitative designs based upon the primary research purpose for each design.
There are four different research purposes: To explore (an attempt to generate ideas about
educational phenomenon), to describe (an attempt to describe the characteristics of educational
phenomenon), to predict (an attempt to forecast an educational phenomenon), and to explain (an
attempt to show why and how an educational phenomenon operates).
Moreover, Johnson and Christensen (2007), states that “mixed research is a research in
which quantitative and qualitative techniques are mixed in a single study”. In this way a mixed
research let teachers-researchers, in this project, to generalize research findings from different
samples of data giving them the opportunity to analyse the data with less time consuming. This
method will also help teachers-researchers to validate results through some methods like
triangulation.
Quantitative Research
It follows a deductive research process and involves the collection and analysis of
quantitative (i.e., numerical) data to identify statistical relations of variables. Common
quantitative research methods include: content (relational) analysis, experiments, observations
(scaled, ratings, checklists), and surveys (closed-ended, validated scales).
Qualitative Research
It follows an inductive research project and involves the collection and analysis of
qualitative (i.e., non-numerical) data to search for patterns, themes, and holistic features.
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Common qualitative research methods include: content (conceptual) analysis, focus groups,
observations (narrative, comments), interviews, and surveys (open-ended).

This research study will be developed following the statements of qualitative research
because it is strong in reality, therefore, it likely to appeal to practitioners and also because it
facilitates the detection of the difficulties and issues owned of oral production according to the
nature of the method. Finally, it can provide a data base of materials which may be reinterpreted
by future researchers. Another reason is that data is usually more accessible than conventional
research reports, and therefore capable of serving multiple audiences and so on makes the
research process itself reachable.

To develop this study some steps were followed with the purpose of collecting data before
and after the implementation of TBL methodology and then, analyze and interpret the
information gathered during that process of implementation. Those steps are explained in the
next paragraphs:
Pre-test: it refers to the speaking section of the Cambridge ESOL examination test for
starters that helped teacher-researchers to determine the level of the learners before
implementing the TBL methodology.
During the implementation: Tests, video and audio recordings and interviews will be
used to follow the student’s process. This will also be done to found out shortcomings in
students’ oral production.
Post test: after implementing strategies with TBL methodology students need to present the
Cambridge test again, in order to evaluate and determine the results and changes obtained with
the implementation phase.
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Qualitative as well as quantitative factors are going to be measured during the oral
performance of students. Thus, for the quantitative part number of occurrences regarding
hesitation, misunderstanding of the question, use of mother tongue and difficulty to answer
questions are going to be evaluated. On the other hand for the qualitative part perceptions of oral
skills regarding fluency, pronunciation and vocabulary will be analyzed.
3.3 Pedagogical Intervention
For the development of the implementation of TBL methodology, teacher-researchers
followed the concept proposed by Nunan (2004) in which he mention that TBL is an
methodology that focuses on students’ learning throughout meaningful tasks using the target
language and that students can perform pedagogical tasks which are those that occur in the
classroom, as well as real world tasks that refer to uses of language in the world beyond the
classroom.
As this project aims to determine, analyze, and interpret the effects of a TBL
implementation for students’ oral production skills, it is necessary to apply TBL tasks with the
participants of this study. The following sections points to the description of the process and
procedures followed in order to help participants perform the TBL tasks, and finally to explain
how students were assessed during the development of those tasks.
TBL Tasks
During the implementation of TBL, participants had to face and perform different typse of
tasks that were proposed by the teacher-researchers during each class. Those tasks varied
depending on the topic of the class and were performed at the end of the lesson. Students
performed tasks such as role plays, conducting an interview or interviewing my partner, going to
a store and preparing a Halloween party among others. Besides, those tasks were always
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performed in pairs or groups of three students in order to foster interaction and the use of the
target language among students (oral production skills). Those tasks had the purpose of fostering
real situations and environments in the classroom, so that students can be immersed into real
contexts.
Procedure
For the implementation of the TBL methodology three stages were followed. As the first
stage teacher-researchers implemented a pre-task in which students were introduced to the topic
of the class through short activities or games such as Chinese whisper, hot potato, pictionary,
toss the ball and mimic. This first stage took about 10 minutes to be developed in each
intervention. After the pre-task, the class continued with the pre-task stage in which the teacherresearchers explained the topic of the class to the students in a complete and deeper manner. In
those pre-tasks researchers explained some language features such as I like/I don’t like,
this/that/these/those, there is/there are, I have, etc. The pre-task was the longer stage with a
length of 35 minutes approximately.
Finally as the most important stage, teacher-researchers proposed a task for students to
perform in which they had to use the target language. Interaction between students was fostered
as they had to do this stage in couples or small groups. In each task, students had to achieve an
outcome that was the result of the performance of the students during the task. This stage was no
longer than 10 or 15 minutes.
The following table 3.1, it describes in detail the pre tasks and task in each intervention
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Table 3.1
Pedagogical Interventions
Interventions
1. Role play
“Describing my clothes”

2. Interview
“My favorite weekend outfit”

3. Role play
“Going to the store”

4. Interview
“What do you have in your bag?”

Tasks- Outcomes
Pre-task: Flash cards for vocabulary and
reporting it to my partner
Task: Creating my own outfit and
describing it to my classmates.
Outcome: The students reported their ideas
to their classmates using the vocabulary and
language features taught during the class
such as “he is wearing pants”
Pre- task: the students watched a video
with flashcards showing vocabulary about
clothing and their pronunciation.
Task: In pairs, students prepared questions
and answers, about their favorite weekend
outfit; they exchanged information about it
Outcome: Students used the vocabulary
presented in the video, and exchange the
information about their favorite weekend
outfit using the strategy: Following
conversation models taught in class.
Pre- task: The students work on a class
exercise where they put together their
school supplies and with the teacher, they
work in vocabulary, pronunciation and the
language feature: I want, I have
Task: Students role played a situation in a
store for school supplies using the
vocabulary worked in class and the
language seen.
Outcome: Students use the target language
taught in class and the vocabulary to
simulate a real situation in a school supplies
store.
Pre- task: The students are divided into
four lines, each line must have a piece of
paper ready, when teacher shows a school
supply the first student of the line writes the
first letter of the word that represents the
object and pass the paper to the next person
in the line and so on.
Task: the students have to listen a
conversation and they have to place some
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5. Planning
“let’s plan our halloween party”

6. Interview
“Guessing the sports”

7. Imagery
“Going to the park”

pictures in an image according to what they
listen in the recording. Using a worksheet
about demonstrative pronouns (this-that.these-those).
Outcome: Students will interview a partner
asking him ∕ her about the things he ∕ she has
in his ∕ her bag.
Pre-task: Students filled out a word puzzle
by pairs, where they could recognize
different vocabulary related to halloween
Task: In groups of three students planned a
halloween party where they used the
vocabulary related to halloween.
Outcome: Students used vocabulary related
to halloween and they recycled the language
features (this, that those, these) to plan their
party.
Pre-task: Students played mimic. One
student stood up in front of the class
representing a sport and the rest of the
students tried to guess what sport the
partner was miming.
Task: Students chose two of their favourite
sports; then they interviewed each other
trying to guess the sports that the other
student had chosen by asking just two
questions in order to discover that specific
sport.
Outcome: Students used the vocabulary
learnt about sports to report the ones that
they guessed, and the questions they used in
order to guess.
Pre-task: Students played a memory game.
In groups they had the opportunity to
uncover two cards: one of images and one
of words. They had to match the image with
the corresponding word.
Task: In groups students had to describe the
sport that they practice the most when going
to the park. Also, they had to find two
partners with similar information and
discuss about that specific sport.
Outcome: Students reported the
information about the sport using the
language feature taught: The sport that I
practice the most is basketball.
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As a matter of clarification we highlight that there was not enough time to do the post-test
stage. However according to Nunan’s principles the most important stages are pre-task and task
stage. Most of the results emerged from those two stages where in the pre- task the explanation
of the vocabulary and the language features took place, and in the task the students had the
chance to use those items in context.
Assessment
In order to assess the task, it was necessary to take into account the outcome proposed for
each specific task. This outcome was what students were supposed to achieve at the end of each
task, and what will allow students and teacher-researchers to know if the task was accomplished.
In this process, students needed to keep in mind the outcome during the whole development of
the task, so that at the end they could give answer to it.
For instance, if a task was about what to dress for a party and the outcome was finding
the classmate with more similarities, students should be able to say who the person that had those
similarities was. In this case students were aware of evaluating the process in order to obtain a
result. Once this task finished, the teacher-researchers asked students about the outcome and
students were ready to give the answer as well as comments or opinions about their own
performance and the performance of the classmates. It was to help students being conscious of
the importance of assessment processes inside the classroom.
Teacher and students role
In TBL methodology the role of the teacher is typically that of an observer or a counselor
that guides students along the development of the tasks in order to help them to achieve the
outcome of that task. On the other hand, the role of the students was that of an active participant
that not only used the target language presented but also promoted communicative environments
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with the students involved in the tasks. Also, students were the center of the class which means
that their participation and interaction had to be strongly reflected in the development of the
tasks.
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Chapter Four
Data Collection
This study aimed to use different kind of data collection instruments in order to gather the
necessary information to carry out the research. As a result, three different kinds of instruments
were employed to collect the data: Interviews, pre and post-tests, and audio and video
recordings. They included a first stage that was class observation in order to know where to start
and how. All the instruments intended to acquire the main objective of the data collection
process that was to obtain results related to weaknesses and strengths in the speaking skill of
students by observing their process during the classes.
Each instrument was employed with a specific purpose, for instance, audio recordings were
used to reflect on the way speaking skills are managed in the dynamics of a class. It is important
to show the way in which students develop their oral abilities. Video recordings were used to
record students’ performance and also to gain clear and specific evidence of the way that they
were developing the activities during the class, and the kind of interaction that they have along
those activities.
In addition, pre and post-tests were applied to the participants of the study to know exactly
the level of English in which they were. As an example, the results of the speaking pre-test
showed that the students had a lower level than expected according to the bilingual plan of the
J.M.R; this means that, at the beginning of the study, they were in a pre A1 level instead of being
in an A1 level. The participants showed lack of pronunciation and fluency; however, they had
enough basic knowledge of vocabulary to recognize or identify ideas in the context of the test.
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The instruments mentioned above were very useful for the researchers because they could
be used in short moments and specific situations to record precise aspects in the oral
environment of the classes being observed.
4.1 Data Collection Instruments
4.1.1 Interviews
An interview, according to Kvale (1996) is“…an Inter – view, an interchange of views
between two or more people on a topic of mutual interest, [which] sees the centrally human
interaction for knowledge production, and emphasizes the social situatedness of research data”
(p. 14).Cohen, Manion and Morrison (2007) considered that an interview is a transfer of
information between the interviewer and the interviewee. They argue that if the interviewer does
his job well and the interviewee answer is sincere and well-motivated, accurate data will be
obtained. The interview employed in this study was Semi-structured interview
Semi-structured interview is a kind of data collection instrument, where interviewer and
respondent engage in a formal meeting that contains an interview guide; a list of questions and
topics, that include open ended questions, with a particular order that need to be covered in the
conversation. As Cohen, Manion and Morrison (2007)“Noted, although the research purposes
govern the questions asked, their content, sequence, and wording are entirely in the hands of the
interviewer” (p. 355). This kind of interview needs to be carefully planned, and it has no fixed
range of responses to each question.
To achieve the main objective of the data collection process, it is necessary to use a semistructured interview due to the several advantages it has, such as the degree of power that it gives
to the interviewee over the course of the interview. Also, this kind of interview gives the
researchers the possibility to obtain real as well as useful information for the study because
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through the use of it, the interviewees can express their opinions, thoughts, and feelings about the
learning process that they are carrying out at the school.
4.1.2 Pre and Post-Tests
Postlethwaite (2005) states that:
“A test is an instrument or procedure that proposes a sequence of tasks to which a student
is to respond. The results are then used to form measures to define the relative value of the trait
to which the test refers.”(p.36)
This studyhas been provided with the application of a criterion-reference test which
according to Cunningham (1998) is a test that requires a student to fulfill a set of criteria, a
predefined standard to reach an outcome. This type of test gives information in advance of what
students have learned so far, the abilities that the students have. Consequently, the intention and
objective of this type of test is not comparing the achievements and abilities among students, but
to indicate if a student has achieved his goals independently of the other students.
The pre and post-tests were used with the intention of knowing the English level of the
students of third and fourth grade at J.M.R school in regard of the oral skill. In order to know that
specific level, the researchers decided to take the Common European Framework of Reference as
the guide to determine the level of students at the beginning and at the end of the study in their
oral abilities.
4.1.3 Audio and Video Recordings
“Audio recordings involve using either analog or digital recording equipment to capture
conversations, interactions and interviews. The most obvious value of audio recording is that it
offers an accurate summary of what was said, and this is especially important for in-depth
interviews and focus groups.”(p.40)
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In addition,Given (2008) said that “audio recording provides additional detail by capturing
elements of tonality and emphasis while video recording provides even more details, especially
in terms of nonverbal communication.” (p. 40)
Burns (1999) states that this technique helps teacher- researchers to evaluate aspects
present in classrooms which are possible missed with another technique. Also Burns (1999, p.
94) remarks that “recordings are invaluable in assisting teacher researchers to reflect on the
implicit beliefs, and classroom scripts… which are brought to classroom processes”.
Audio recordings are useful for this project because they measure learners’ oral production
skills in terms of vocabulary, pronunciation and fluency, which are the focus of the project. Also
it revealed the current speaking level of the learners in order to create the strategies and steps that
could be applied to help students overcome problems with oral production. In addition video
recordings are useful for checking and evaluating the kind of interaction developed within the
classroom and the effects of applying other types of interaction such as pair work and group
work, taking into account teachers and learners’ reactions. Moreover, recordings help to
evaluate, check and improve the way teachers promote the use of the second language and the
process of how students improve the three aspects mentioned above (pronunciation, vocabulary
and fluency). Both audio and video recordings are used to identify the strengths and weaknesses
students had with the purpose of developing teaching and learning strategies to overcome
problems with oral production.
For all of these reasons it is considered that audio and video recordings are going to be
used in this research due to their mixed characteristics. Both audio and video recordings are
expected to collect data in terms of students’ perceptions of performance in oral production
related to vocabulary, fluency and pronunciation.
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4.1.4 Implementation of the instruments
Diagnostic Stage
This first stage of the implementation of instruments is composed of two steps; class
observation and the application of the pre-test. These two steps were carried out before the ten
interventions. The first one, class observation, follows Wanjryb´s principles (1992) taking into
account the following sections: attending to the learner, the learner as doer, and the learner level.
These sections were useful to take notes during the preliminary observations for this study in
each classroom about teachers’ and students’ behaviors in regards to the oral skills of students.
In the preliminary observations, the teacher- researchers stayed about forty five minutes in
the classroom, once a week along the first academic semester of 2011, taking notes about the
aspect mentioned above. As a result, these observations showed that the teacher developed some
activities to work the oral skill of the students such as pronunciation drills of lists of vocabulary;
however there was no real oral production practice of this skill in terms of vocabulary, fluency
and pronunciation.
The second step of this stage was the application of the pre-test to the students of third and
fourth grade. The test selected was the speaking section of the Cambridge ESOL Examination
for starters. (See appendix 7). The teacher-researchers spent five minutes with each student
asking the questions of this section in order to record their answers.
In both, third and forth class, the number of students was 36. As this number is large to
collect and manage data, it was necessary to select a group of students to participate in the study,
and to start with the pre-test. In order to do this, students were selected at random to avoid
subjectivity, selecting every four student of the general list of the class. In this process, 12
students per each classroom were selected to participate. A total of 24 students took the pre-test.
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Implementation Stage
In the second stage of the implementation process, the instrument selected was audio and
video recordings. These tools were used during a specific part of the class which was the
development of the task at the end of the class. During this stage of the class the students were
performing the task which is the main activity for collecting and analyzing data for the
development of oral production skills in the students. In this part, students were videoed and
audio -recorded in order to have information about their improvement in the oral skill in terms of
vocabulary, fluency and pronunciation.
These recordings were enough to gather important information for the project to be
analyzed. Only the tasks were recorded because in this part of the class the researchers could
obtain substantial support for the study thanks to the significant work that students develop when
doing them.
This implementation stage also included the use of learning strategies that were taught by
the teacher researchers to the students. The top three most used learning strategies were: asking
for clarification and help, following conversation models, and managing social interaction.
Teacher-researchers taught each strategy by using examples that helped students to understand
what they were, how to use them, in which moments to apply them, and why they were
important when speaking.
These strategies were useful for the study because students could use them in order to
improve their oral skills. For instance, students were given a specific conversation model and
they followed it with a partner in the development of the task. Also, students asked the teacher
for clarification when they did not understand a specific feature of the TBL methodology. In
addition, students were able to work in couples or groups in order to complete the outcomes of
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the tasks. The use of these strategies showed that students had more possibilities of using the
language appropriately in terms of vocabulary, pronunciation and in some students in fluency.
Reflection Stage
The last stage of the implementation process is composed of two instruments applied after
the interventions. The first one, interviews, was done in order to obtain information about the
perceptions of the participants regarding the oral skill. The interviews were done to the 12
participants of each classroom, it means there were 24 interviews in total, and the teacherresearchers had short conversations with each student in order to ask the 5 questions of the
interview. (See appendix 3). The answers of each student were recorded to analyze them in the
future as the qualitative part of the study. The results of the interviews showed what students
think about the development of the TBL methodology during the class. (See appendix 2).
The second instrument implemented in this stage was a post-test. This instrument was
applied to students at the end of all the interventions as a tool to notice the improvement of
students in their oral skill after the application of the pre-test. Consequently, the same test was
managed with equal procedures and the same amount of students that took the pre-test (24) also
took the post-test in order to know their changes and their improvements.
The results of the post-test showed the improvements of the oral skill of students in terms
of vocabulary, fluency and pronunciation. (See table 5.7).
The table bellow summarizes the process carried out for the implementation process.
Table 4.1 implementation process

Diagnostic stage
Implementation stage
Reflectionstage

Implementation of the instruments
Class observation
Pre-test
Audio-video recordings
Interviews
Post-test

Before the intervention
During the intervention
After the intervention
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Chapter Five
Data Analysis
After data was collected from three different instruments (audio and video recordings of
the tasks performed in the class, interviews and tests) the process of data analysis began. In order
to do this, it was necessary to start defining the method of data analysis to interpret the data
gathered in this study. Thus, content analysis was employed to analyze the qualitative data
obtained from interviews and observations. Furthermore, the information gathered was
transcribed from the oral recordings to textual data to facilitate the analysis. (see appendix 2 and
8).
To explain the process of analysis Cohen, Manion& Morrison. (2007) define content
analysis as:
“… The process of summarizing and reporting written data– the main contents of data and
their messages.” Furthermore, “content analysis takes textsand analyses, reduces and interrogates
them into summary form through the use of both pre-existing categories and emergent themes in
order to generate or test a theory.”(p.58)
This method of data analysis was pertinent to this study in that it allowed teacher
researchers to systematically organize, interpret, and analyze the transcribed data obtained from
interviews, and audio-video recordings. Indeed it facilitated the analytical process following the
set of procedures required in content analysis which intends to abstract categories, subcategories,
themes and keywords from the data.
For instance, in support of this idea, Mc Kay (2006) proposes that in content analysis it is
necessary to start identifying the key conceptsby rereading the data obtained in order to look for
key ideas and then to label these ideas. Also, McKay (2006) suggests that:
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“The overall goal is to arrive at a list of categories that develop from the data and capture
the ideas in the data. Once you have arrived at a list of these categories, you can then return to
the data and code the data according to these categories.”(p.57)
Guided by content analysis, the data analysis involved the following four steps; firstly, the
researchers read the data few times in order to identify key concepts, which formed categories
according to the research question, objectives of the project anddesign of each instrument.
Secondly, the large quantities of qualitative text were organized into categories. According to
Webber (1990) content analysis is suitable for analyzing qualitative data which is usually of a
voluminous, messy and discursive nature. Thirdly, the key words and key phrases were coded
with different colours of highlighters and the occurrences according to each category were
counted which established the units of analysis. Finally the similar recurrent patterns were
grouped together and labelled to form the subcategories.
These categories approached the effects of TBL for oral skills in the participants in that
every one of them are the result of the implementation of different stages ( pre-tasks and tasks)
of the methodology in order to improve different aspects of oral production. For instance the first
category (perceptions of the task)allowed seeing how the task stage was conceived by the
students when they had to communicate and interact orally with their classmates in English using
the language features and learning strategies taught during each lesson. In addition the second
category (effects of the most frequently used TBL learning strategies) demonstrated that the use
of learning strategies (asking for clarification and help, following conversation models and
managing social interactions) necessary in the TBL methodology affected the oral skills of the
students at the time of having natural conversations using the modals to interact and exchange
information about class topics.
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Finally another example in which the effects of TBL in the oral skills of the participants
are noticeable is on the third category (oral performance), during the stage of the task, the
students had to use what they learnt during the implementation of the methodology and it’s
stages throughout all lessons to perform orally using all the tools taught such as learning
strategies, grammar, and vocabulary.
The first main category is Perceptions of the TBL Tasks; this category demonstrated the
students’ perceptions of the TBL tasks carried out during each class. The task is introduced by
the teacher, and it involves several learning strategies that the students had to use to perform
during the task. This category involves a subcategory which refers to insights of students,
obtained from the interviews with regard to the advantages and disadvantages of the tasks such
as (interviewing a partner about her/his clothes, role play: going to the store, and preparing a
halloween party: what do we have and what do we like about halloween?) of TBL conducted by
the teacher researchers during the project to improve the oral performance of the participants.

Table 5.1
First category: Perceptions of TBL tasks
1ST
CATEGORY
SUBCATEGORY

PERCEPTIONS OF TBL TASKS
Positive Perceptions

Negative Perceptions

 Acquisition of new vocabulary:
(14 students)

 Lack of opportunities to
practice outside the classroom.

 Improvement in pronunciation:
(24 students)
 Interaction
 Fun and meaningful activities.
 Assessment done by the
teachers to help students to
perform.
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In the chart above, table 5.1, a detailed and exemplified description of the positive and
negative perceptions of the tasks developed in class is presented. It is important to notice that the
students do not have enough opportunities to be in an English Speaking environment to fully
apply TBL methodology and as a result negative results merged from the data.
In the left column, the positive insights from the students are reported and five themes have
been identified. In the acquisition of new vocabulary 14 out of 24 students answered that they
felt an increase in their vocabulary regarding new words related to the topics learnt in the class,
“I have learnt strange words” (Student F, personal interview 2,27/9/2011). In the second theme,
improvement in pronunciation, 24 out of 24 students stated that they felt an improvement in their
pronunciation of the vocabulary learnt, due to the correction of the teacher in class “the teacher
corrects us so that we pronounce words better” (Student B, personal interview 6, 04/10/2011).
Another theme is speaking interaction; 20 out of 24 students argued that they had more
interaction with their classmates during the tasks, “we do activities with our classmates that
allow us to talk in English” (Student H, personal interview 17, 27/9/2011).18 out of 24 students
claimed that the TBL activities were engaging and meaningful,“throughout the classes we do fun
activities”, “the activities help us a lot” (Student B, personal interview 8, 04/10/2011), “we talk
about fun things that are true like halloween and our clothes” (student K, personal interview 20,
27/9/2011).
Finally, the last theme is about assessment done by the teachers to help students to
perform, in which 4 out of 24 students said that this action helped them to improve their English
level, “the teacher evaluates what we do in class” (Student E, personal interview No 4,
27/9/2011).
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The most prominent negative perceptions of the tasks perceived by the students are: lack of
opportunities to practice outside the classroom.It was observed that 20 out of 24
studentsexpressed that they were unable to apply what they learnt in the implementation in their
life outside class, for instance vocabulary, and grammatical expressions “most of the times
nobody of my family talks in English nor my friends so I don’t practice”(student E, personal
interview No 4, 27/9/11).
The table 5.2 shows the rubric created by the teacher-researchers in order to score students’
performance during the development of the tasks of the TBL methodology. The rubric contains
specific criteria that are useful to evaluate the performance of students in the tasks which are
vocabulary, fluency and pronunciation. It also includes learning strategies because they were
taught to the students during the implementation of the TBL methodology and students used
them when doing the speaking part of the tasks. The criteria are composed of three different
options that refer to the performance of students during the tasks which are good, for students
who get three points; fair for those with two points, and finally poor, for students who obtained
only one positive point in the performance.
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Table 5.2
Rubric to measure tasks
CRITERIA

GOOD
3 POINTS

FAIR
2 POINTS

POOR
1 POINT

VOCABULARY

Student recognizes all
the vocabulary in the
tasks.

Student recognizes
enough vocabulary in
the tasks.

Student can’t
recognize the
vocabulary in the
tasks.

PRONUNCIATION

Student pronounces
words correctly.

Student mispronounces
some words.

Student shows
difficulty to pronounce
most of the words.

FLUENCY

Student demonstrates
fluency when
answering questions.

Student demonstrates
fluency in some
responses.

Student does not
demonstrate fluency
answering questions.

Students use the
learning strategies
taught by the teacherresearcher.

Student sometimes
uses the strategies
taught by he teacher
researcher.

Student does not use
any of the learning
strategies taught by the
teacher- researchers.

LEARNING
STRATEGIES

Table 5.3 shows the average of the scores of all the interventions carried out during the
project, in which the main features of the speaking skills (pronunciation, vocabulary and fluency)
are presented as well as the use of the learning strategies taught by the teacher researchers during
the interventions.
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Table5.3.
Scores of tasks

STUDENT

VOCABULARY

PRONUNCIATION

FLUENCY

LEARNING
STRATEGIES

SCORES OF
TASKS

Intervention 1

2.5

1.8

1.1

2.5

6.8/12

Intervention 2

3

2.2

1.3

2.5

8.7/12

Intervention 3

2.8

2

1.3

3

9.1/12

Intervention 4

2.6

3

2

2.7

10.3/12

Intervention 5

3

3

2

3

11/12

Intervention 6

2.9

2.9

1.8

3

10.6/12

Intervention 7

3

3

2

2.8

10.8/12

Intervention 8

3

3

2

3

11/12

The second main category is Impact of the Strategies (strategies such as: asking for
clarification and help, managing social interactions and following conversation gambits). These
strategies were taught to the students by the teacher-researchers during the implementation. The
aim of this category is to show the effects that these strategies had on the students and their
development during the classes by the end of the study. This category presents a subcategory: the
effects of those strategies on the oral performance of the students during the tests and the tasks.
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Table 5.4
Second category: the effects of the three TBL strategies
The effects of the three most frequently used TBL strategies:
2ND
CATEGORY





asking for clarification and help
following conversation models
managing social interactions
Positive effects

Negative effects

SUBCATEGORY
Use of models to have natural and
fluent conversations about real life
topics (Video recordings
1,2,3,4,5,7,10,11,12)

Students became lost in the flow of
the conversation when asking for
repetition or clarification
( video recordings 3, 7, 9, 10,11)

Manage social interactions through
verbal expressions and nonverbal
expressions such as eye contact and
body language.
(all video recordings except 1 and 3)

Lack of confidence to use the strategy
to ask for clarification or help or to
repeat the answers when requested.
(video recordings 1,8,10)

The above table showed the results of the effects of the three TBL strategies that were
mostly used by the students to perform the tasks in English classes. The strategies are: asking for
clarification and help, following conversation models and managing social interactions.
In the left column are the positive effects of the top three strategies that the students used to
perform the tasks, interact and talk to their classmates in English classes. The first positive effect
came from the use of models to have natural and fluent conversations about real life topics.
Students used these models during the time they interacted orally with their classmates, applying
the conversation models related to the topics of the class. According to the data collected, 9 out
of 12 video-recordings showed that students (19 out of 24)used models such as “how do you
say” “what day is today?” “What’s the weather like?”(Video recordings 1,2,3,4,5,7,10,11,12)
to extract information from their classmates about different topics developed in class.
The second positive effect is from the second strategy - manage social interactions through
verbal expressions such as “good morning” “hello how are you” “thank you, bye” and
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nonverbal expressions such as eye contact and body language. In the data gathered the majority
of students (21 out of 24) used the strategy to make themselves understood and to keep the
conversation with a real pace and sense of realness (all video recordings except 1 and 3).
The category threw negative effects as well; the first negative effect is that students
became lost in the flow of the conversation when asking for repetition or clarification, this was
represented in the tasks time when students (9 out of 24) had to ask for clarification with specific
guidelines such as “can you repeat?” “Again please”
(Video recordings 3, 7, 9, 10, 11) and their classmates did not know how or what to
answer, or get confused with the questions and could not repeat anymore what they were saying.
Finally the second negative effect of the category is lack of confidence to use the strategy
to ask for clarification or help or to repeat the answers when requested.
(Video recordings 1, 8, 10). The data showed that 5 out of 24 during the tasks stage of the
class, did not use the strategy due to lack of confidence and fear of answering the question wrong
or repeating what they were saying correctly.
The table 5.5 is the rubric created by the teacher-researchers in order to score students’
performance in pre and post tests before the implementation of TBL methodology. The rubric
contains specific criteria that evaluate the main aspects of the oral skill that this study aims to
improve which are vocabulary, fluency and pronunciation. The criteria are composed of three
different options that refer to the performance of students during the application of the test which
are good, for students who get three points; fair for those with two points, and finally poor, for
students who obtained only one point of the performance.
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Table 5.5
Rubric to measure tests
CRITERIA

GOOD
3 POINTS

FAIR
2 POINTS

POOR
1 POINT

VOCABULARY

Student recognizes all
the vocabulary of the
test.

Student recognizes
enough vocabulary of
the test.

Student can’t
recognize the
vocabulary of the test.

PRONUNCIATION

Student pronounces
words correctly.

Student mispronounces
some words.

Student shows
difficulty to pronounce
most of the words.

FLUENCY

Student demonstrates
fluency when
answering questions.

Student demonstrates
fluency in some
responses.

Student does not
demonstrate fluency
answering questions.
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Table 5.6 shows the scores obtained by students before the implementation of TBL, these
scores reflect how much each student obtained in Cambridge ESOL tests applied by teachersresearchers, regarding the three main aspect in oral skill; vocabulary, pronunciation, and fluency.
Table 5.6
Scores of pre-test
STUDENT
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X

VOCABULARY PRONUNCIATION
2
1
2
3
1
3
2
2
3
1
2
2
3
2
2
1
2
3
3
2
1
3
2
1

1
1
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1

FLUENCY
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1

SCORES IN
PRE-TEST
4/9
3/9
5/9
5/9
3/9
7/9
5/9
4/9
6/9
3/9
4/9
5/9
5/9
4/9
5/9
3/9
4/9
5/9
6/9
5/9
3/9
7/9
4/9
3/9
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Table 5.7 shows the scores obtained by students after the implementation of TBL, these
scores reflect how much each student obtained in Cambridge ESOL tests applied by teachersresearchers, regarding the three main aspect in oral skill; vocabulary, pronunciation, and fluency.

Table5.7
Scores of post-test
STUDENT
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X

VOCABULARY PRONUNCIATION
3
2
3
3
2
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
2

3
2
2
2
2
3
3
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
1
2
1
1
3
2
1

FLUENCY
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
2
1
3
1
1
2
1
3
2
1
2
1
2

SCORES IN
POST-TEST
7/9
5/9
6/9
7/9
6/9
8/9
6/9
7/9
8/9
6/9
6/9
7/9
6/9
8/9
7/9
5/9
6/9
5/9
8/9
6/9
5/9
8/9
6/9
5/9

The third main category is Oral Performance, which is the performance of the students
related to oral skill; it gives information about the way that students have done things and the
strengths or weaknesses that they have. Within this, the first subcategory is Hesitation, in which
the data was analyzed according to the number of times students paused to answer questions and
the number of times students used fillers as “hum… eeh…” The second subcategory is the Use
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of Mother Tongue; this subcategory showed the moments in which Spanish was used.
Consequently, the third subcategory is Miss- Understanding of the question which was
represented when the students answered with no relevance to the questions asked. The objective
of this subcategory was to demonstrate when the interviewees did not know how to answer a
question due to a lack of comprehension when the questions were asked. Finally, the last
subcategory is unable to answer the questions. This subcategory demonstrates when students
kept silence due to lack of knowledge to answer the question.
Consequently, the following chart includes the subcategories that have been identified
regarding oral performance after collecting data.
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Table5.8
Results of tasks

3RD
CATEGORY

ORAL PERFORMANCE

HESITATION

USE OF MOTHER
TONGUE

MISUNDERSTANDING
OF THE QUESTION

# of times that
each item is
presented
Pauses
21

# of times that each
item is presented

# of times that each
item is presented

Use of
mother
tongue
Total

Wrong
answer

Subcategory

Fillers
Total

62
83

77

77

3

Total

3

UNABLE TO
ANSWER THE
QUESTION
# of times that each
item is presented
Keep
silence

1

Total

1

Results of Tasks
Unable to answer the question

Hesitation Pauses: 21, Fillers: 62

Use of mother tongue

Misunderstanding of the question
83

77

3

1
Unable to answer
the question

Hesitation Pauses:
21, Fillers: 62

Use of mother
tongue

Misunderstanding of
the question

Figure 5.1.Results of Tasks (Video Recording) Oral Performance
In the chart and the bar graph above there is a detailed description of the number of
occurrences that are presented in each subcategory. Thus, hesitation was counted 83 times during
the tasks that were video recorded. 21 out of 83 belong to the pauses and the 62 remaining
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represent the fillers (eeh... and hum…). The second subcategory, use of mother tongue was
counted 77 times, which reflected the times when students used Spanish to perform the tasks.
In addition, the third subcategory, misunderstanding of the question was counted regarding
the times when students provided a wrong answer to the question asked. This subcategory
showed 3 occurrences, while the last subcategory: unable to answer the question was counted 1
time that represented when a student kept silence (due to the lack of comprehension or lack of
knowledge to answer the question). The previous information was taken from the video
recordings of the tasks perform by the students and proposed by the teacher-researchers.
Table 5.9
Results of Pre-Tests
3RD
CATEGORY
Subcategory

ORAL PERFORMANCE

HESITATION

USE OF MOTHER
TONGUE

MISUNDERSTANDING
OF THE QUESTION

# of times that
each item is
presented
Pauses
66

# of times that each
item is presented

# of times that each
item is presented

Use of
mother
tongue
Total

Wrong
answer

Fillers
Total

129
195

48
48

Total

56

56

UNABLE TO
ANSWER THE
QUESTION
# of times that each
item is presented
Keep
silence

33

Total

33
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Results of Pre-Tests
Unable to answer the question

Hesitation Pauses: 66, Fillers: 129

Use of mother tongue

Misunderstanding of the question
195

33

Unable to answer
the question

Hesitation Pauses:
66, Fillers: 129

48

56

Use of mother
tongue

Misunderstanding of
the question

Figure 5.2Results of Pre-Tests Oral Performance
Table 5.9 shows the number of occurrences presented in pre-tests implemented to 24
students, who presented as the first main characteristic; hesitation through pauses 66 times, and
fillers 129 times which correspond in total 195 times. The second subcategory with fewer
occurrences corresponds to use of mother tongue in which students use L1 to answer questions
48 times in total. Next subcategory with a high number of occurrences corresponds to
misunderstanding of the question which includes use wrong answers 56 times. The last
subcategory: Unable to answer the question with the lowest occurrences showed that students
kept silences 33 times.
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Table 5.10
Results of Post-Test

3RD
CATEGORY
Subcategory

ORAL PERFORMANCE

HESITATION

# of times that each
item is presented
Pauses
75
Fillers
Total

51
126

USE OF MOTHER
TONGUE
# of times that each
item is presented
Use of
mother
46
tongue
Total
46

MISUNDERSTANDING
OF THE QUESTION

# of times that each
item is presented
Wrong
41
answer
Total

41

UNABLE TO
ANSWER THE
QUESTION
# of times that each
item is presented
Keep
silence
23
Total

23

Results of Post-Test
Unable to answer the question

Hesitation Pauses: 75 Fillers 51

Use of mother tongue

Misunderstanding of the question

126

46

41

Use of mother
tongue

Misunderstanding
of the question

23

Unable to answer Hesitation Pauses:
the question
75 Fillers 51

Figure 5.3.Results of Post-Tests Oral Performance
In table number 5.5, there is a description of the number of occurrences that were count per
each subcategory during the post test that was applied to the same 24 students that presented the
pre test. In the first subcategory that is hesitation, the number of times when students had doubts
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to answer a question from the post test is 126; this number represents the two different types of
hesitation: pauses which were found75 times, and fillers which were counted 51 times.
The second subcategory“use of mother tongue” is represented in a total of 46 times in
which students used Spanish to answer a question. The third subcategory that is
“misunderstanding of the question”was demonstrated 41 times, when students answered a
question in the wrong way. Finally, the subcategory “unable to answer the question” wasshowed
23 times in which students kept silence because they did not understand what they were asked or
because they did not know how to answer.
Students felt confident developing the tasks, and also during the activities related to the
methodology such as the pre tasks. They participated and showed a motivated attitude towards
the class; they alsoused English when speaking and used the TBL tools related to oral skills for
example: learning strategies, key phrases, conversational models, and key words to express
something in a specific moment. They also had the opportunity to use real language and to create
conversational times during the class to improve at a constant pace, despite the fact that they had
no opportunities to use this language outside the classroom, which is one of the aims of TBL
methodology.
In most of the cases, students used what they learned during the lesson, and they applied
the new knowledge during the lesson. They recognize what they learned from previous classes,
and they knew the context, even when they did not use the same information in other lessons.
What the data analysis showed is that some students improved from the pre-test to the posttest, and they used what they learned during the lessons, it means that they were using the
vocabulary learned, and they were capable of recognizing certain words, understand questions
and answer themusing the expressions learnt in class. But not the entire students had the same
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results, in certain cases, students felt lost, and they did not understand what they had to answer,
and as a result of that fear of making mistakes, they ended answering something that was not
related to the context. However the fact that the standardized tests applied had topics and
followed procedures that the students were not familiar with can be a relevant factor for the
scores the students got after the administration of the tests.
On one hand, according to the previous idea, in the case of the Pre-test, students kept
silence as the category called “unable to answer the question” showed. This was in a number of
33 occurrences. They remained quiet because they did not have the vocabulary or knowledge to
answer according to what they understood, but not because lack of understanding, since they
could answer using their mother tongue if they had the opportunity, or decided to say it in
Spanish.
Regarding the hesitation that was observed in the pre-test, it was seen that students showed
pauses in 75 times. Some of the students had difficulties to organize their ideas; most of the
students had the idea, but they did not know how to answer. Also, they could not connect their
answers in a cohesive wayand just answered isolated words that despite had connection with the
vocabulary used in class, lacked for coherence for being single words, the student who showed
this characteristic had to think about them for longer periods of time. This was a very common
situation observed and connected to the following one, due to the previous mentioned factors, as
well as the use of fillers that occurred in 129 times to avoid long silent moments.
Students were constantly filling the sentences with some expressions such as: ehmm, mmm,
ahh, and that showed that they were hesitating about the answer, the word that they were going
to use, or possibly the understanding of the question. It was also an evidence of the time they
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used to think about their answers, and it was a way to give them more time to analyze the way
they would express the final idea.
Another characteristic identified during the pre-test, was the use of mother tongue
observed in 48 times, because some students understood the question and they knew what it was
about, but they did not know how to use the vocabulary in English to express what they wanted.
In that case, the students applied what they knewthey could use giving the answer in Spanish, or
pointing with their finger what they wanted to show on the paper and also naming it in their
mother tongue.
Finally, to show the results of the pre-test, it was found that students also gave wrong
answers on 56 occasions due to the lack of understanding of the question and the confusion they
felt with some of the things they had to answer. They were asked e.g.: What’s the weather like?
And they answered: It is green. As a result, they did not give an answer related to what they had
to say, even when they were using the target language in the test.
On the other hand, when the post-test was applied at the end of the implementation, the
improvement of certain areas such as pronunciation and vocabulary (see table 5.10) was
notorious. To compare the first results in the pre -test of the silent moments with the ones of the
post test, it was found a decrease in the number of silent moments (23 times)in the post-test, in
contrast with the silent moments observed in the pre- test (33 times) which showed that students
were trying to answer, to use the vocabulary and gave complete and cohesive ideas which help
them to answer correctly in the end.
According to the hesitation, in the post-test, it was observed several occurrences such as
pauses in 66 times. Students used those pauses to remember a word or in some cases to clarify
the idea in their heads. The number of pauses was reduced in this post test because students were
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more confident to answer and they had the vocabulary to express the ideas, using words or short
expressions and modelstaught in the implementation that evidenced their knowledge of
vocabulary.
Additionally, in the case of fillers, the number of times that students used them decreased
considerably into 51 times. The post tests showed that students had more vocabulary and a
clearer idea about how to communicate the answer, with more fluency and in an accurate way in
most of the cases. That was the result of what they have learnt in class during the
implementation, and was also related to the questions on the post-test, since they remembered the
topic; they were able to say what they knew.
Moving on to the use of mother tongue, the amount of times that students used this was
almost the same. It means 46 times in comparison to the 48 times on the pre-test. They still used
Spanish to refer to some ideas that they were thinking about; they have to point or to answer the
questions using single words in Spanish. That showed that students used the vocabulary and the
expressions learnt in the lesson, however in general oral proficiency terms they do not expand
their ideas cohesively and had to use Spanish to connect them.
Finally, to compare the wrong answers, in this occasion the occurrences decreased in
comparison to the pre-test into 41 times because students had a better level of understanding, and
they could answer according to the questions avoiding confusions. Anyhow, students need to be
immersed into the language to get used to listen to ideas English and to know what they are
about in context.
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Chapter Six
Findings and Results
6.1Conclusions
The implementation of the Task Based Learning methodology (TBL) in J.M.R School led
us conclusions that are important to answer the research question. Firstly we can conclude that
most of the students of 3rd and 4th grade that participated in the project did not improve their oral
skills to use English after the implementation of TBL in terms of fluency. However they
improved their vocabulary and pronunciation as well as they use learning strategies such as
following conversation models and asking for clarification and help to speak in English.
This statement is consistent with the theory of the rating scale of the Common European
Framework of Reference (CEFR) which states that a person with an A1 can understand and use
familiar everyday expressions and very basic phrases aimed at the satisfaction of need of a
concrete type. They can also introduce him/herself and others, and can ask and answers questions
about personal details such as where he/she lives, people he/she knows and things he/she has.
And finally they can interact in a simple way provided the other persons talks slowly and clearly
and is prepared to help.
In addition, in theory, the students are acquiring English in the classes throughout a TBL
methodology, at the end of the implementation most of them improved their English oral skills
by means of acquiring new vocabulary that they can use in their real lives, also improving
pronunciationwhen using also the vocabulary, the grammar taught and useful expressionsgiven
by the learning strategies. However, most of the students did not gain fluency in terms of
connecting their ideas when answering questions or exchanging information during the
performance of the tasks or tests.
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The findings of this study are consistent with the statements of Carretero (2006) regarding
the constructivism notion of the acquisition of knowledge, in this case of English. Carretero
states that the acquisition process of a language involves a series of instructions that must enable
the construction of knowledge, and this knowledge must be capable of being applicable to the
Learners reality. The implementation of TBL instructions as a tool to improve oral skills in
students proved that for a number of students inJ.M.R School the acquired knowledge in English
classes in which TBL was applied was actually appropriate and useful in their real life.
The results of this study not only were consistent with the previous literature about
constructivism, but also complemented with the notion of TBL provided by Nunan (2004) on
how TBL strengths the acquisition of English making emphasis on learning to communicate
throughout interaction in the target language by performing different tasks.
This study proved that statement by using TBL to help some students of the J.M.R School
to communicate orally in a better way meanwhile they were performing the different tasks of the
class.
In addition to the previous idea, the findings also revealed that most of the students of the
J.M.R School that participated in the project felt an improvement in their oral skills in order to be
able to use English in a real way due to the real life applicable tasks used in the implementation.
This notion corresponds to the statement made by Nunan (2004) where he makes a distinction
between real world or target tasks and pedagogical tasks saying that “pedagogical tasks are those
that occur in the classroom, and as the name implies, real world tasks refer to uses of language in
the world beyond the classroom”
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The results of the study mirrored with the theory about speaking skills, Dore and Guttridge
(2006) stated the importance of creating a self-awareness of the learning process coming from
the student which is something necessary in educational issues.
The previous idea was proved in the implementation of TBL in J.M.R students when most
of them stated that they felt aware of their English learning process and knew some strategies to
improve their oral skill outside their classroom. However, the findings also confirmed that
following the principles of Dore and Guttridge (2006) where they remark that that students need
to acquire a good level in their speaking skill inside and outside the classroom as a way to
control a second language.
Most of the students involved in the implementation of the TBL methodology improved
their oral skills in terms of acquisition of vocabulary and useful expressions thanks to the
learning strategies and the stages of TBL in the lessons, they were aware of their learning
process and the use of TBL instruction, but they could not acquire fluency as the implementation
of TBL requires it; this result and the lack of opportunities to use English outside the classroom
affected negatively the students’ oral performance at the end of the implementation.
Moving on to the statements from Mobley, (1991) that worked on confidence, clarity and
fluency of students in speaking skills, his study supported this research project with similar
findings. Though students at J.M.R did not have the required level of English, they showed an
improvement of clarity and confidence despite the lack of fluency. Both studies evidenced that
students were able to communicate their ideas using new vocabulary and speaking with good
pronunciation.
In conclusion, this study complemented Mobley’s since both studies haveachieved and
improvement on the speaking skills and also the confidence of the students. Both studies wanted
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the students to have a better and a more advanced level of English in terms of speed, and
confidence, and both studies achieved the goal of having students talking of a realistictopic in a
clear way, and using the language features learnt in the implementation of TBL.
The results of the present study also corresponded with previous research carried out by
Songsiri (2007) and demonstrated that the use of learning strategies in the classroom increases
the confidence of students in the development of speaking skills during the class. Both studies
showed that fostering learning strategies to students is an appropriate way to help them have
more interactive and communicative classes where they can communicate with their partners by
using the language in a simple and clear manner.
However, the main purpose of both studies was to improve this ability by providing
students with easy tools and different learning strategies to achieve this. However, in the present
study not all students could improve the oral ability as it was expected due to the conditions of
the context where the investigation took place.
The outcomes of this study were also consistent with the results of Rahman (2010) study,
in which he explored the possibilities, feasibilities and the effects obtained when using the task
based learning methodology in a second language teaching context. In both studies the activities
and tasks proposed by the teachers-researchers were well received by the students thanks to those
tasks gave them the opportunity to perform and get involved in real life situations when the
opportunity came according to the participants’ contexts.
Finally, the findings of the present study not only were consistent with the results of the
study carried out by Gutierrez(2005), demonstrating that learners showed progress in their oral
skills through TBL’s activities during the classes by teachers-researchers, but also complemented
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her findings about the importance on how English teachers, no matter if they belong to a public
or a private school, need to improve their English proficiency in order to help learners to develop
their communicative skills.
In conclusion, the outcomes of this study were also consistent with Gutierrez (2005) study,
in which the author demonstrated that TBL is a methodology that helps students to improve their
oral skills. In both studies, students expressed thatTBL activities weredeveloped successfully;and
they let students to learn and improve their English level, and to use the new knowledge in their
daily life according to their contexts.
6.2Limitations
The students at Jose Manuel Restrepo (J.M.R) showed significant improvements and
enthusiasm towards the implementation of Task Based Learning (TBL) and the different learning
strategies. However, the process was not consistent and was not followed by the homeroom
teachers due to the lack of knowledge about TBL. Those teachers did not know this methodology
before and they did not know how to apply it in the classroom. Some of the English teachers did
not have a BA in education or languages either, and they were just teaching Basic English using
methods that they considered were useful and practical for the students.
Time Constraint
The amount of allotted time for task fulfillment, and the time that the practitioners had to
do the activities was short; it means that students as well as practitioners only had four hours of
English class per week. Practitioners went to the school once a week and they had less than two
hours to teach the lesson, to apply the learning strategies, and direct the tasks. In those two hours
it was also necessary to collect the information, to do the interviews, and to record the students.
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All of these aspects affected the final results of the performance of the students. They were not
expanding what they knew during the further lessons, and they were not pushed to continue
using what they learned in different classes. It was just when the researchers asked them to do it,
and in a short period of time that was not enough to consolidate the acquired topics, strategies
and knowledge.
Lack of Practice
For the rest of the week, all other classes were given by the homeroom teacher, who used
his own method and strategies (Teachers were giving the class as they normally did, most of the
time without using the new language features that the practitioners applied.). This did not allow
for expansion and practice of the new knowledge that the students were acquiring. As a result,
the practitioners had to teach again some of the learning strategies that the students had already
used in the past, including the reinforcement of speaking skills.
Lack of preparation of the English teachers
Teachers at J.M.R seem not to have the required proficiency to teach English classes in a
school that is part of the Bilingual pilot program. They need to be properly trained in English
teaching and to be prepared to speak in fluent English during the entire class, which is not
something that most teachers thereseem to be equipped to do. As a consequence, students do not
speak English either; they do not have a model to follow. Also, teachers from other subjects
should not teach classes in English because they do not have the English proficiency to speak nor
to teach a lesson in English. They are required only to have completed a short training course in
English, but their qualification to teach their academic major was not undertaken in bilingual
schools. As a result, classes in other subjects are for the most part taken in Spanish, with the
introduction of some English vocabulary. The teacher’s lack of preparation in English affects the
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performance of the students, and it avoids the class to flow with other ideas, because those
teachers know the things of their fields, but they do not know how to deal with students in the
area of EFL.
At J.M.R School, teachers are aware of the need of having an appropriate level of English,
and it must be more advanced than the one in his class. Those teachers claimed that they need to
be in constant training to improve their level, and to master the topic that they know. They have
also said that sometimes students need to know something specific, like an exception of a
grammatical rule, a word that changes according to the context, and the moments in which they
use grammar, as grammar and words can be used with more than one purpose, those are things
that students need to know, and teachers at J.M.R must be prepared to tackle those questions.
Teachers must be assigned to teach what they know, not what is considered they can deal
with. In some institutions, students learn English with social workers, math teachers or chemistry
teachers that barely know this language.
As it was mentioned before, TBL can be applied in any context, level or place. High school
students can find this methodology very useful because it prompts the constant interaction, peerwork, peer assessment, feedback, and objectives to achieve. Since high school students need to
feel motivated and find the objective and the sense of the activities, this method can help them to
feel that sense that they look for. Also, because TBL is a method that uses the learning strategies,
and they focus their attention into the different abilities that a student can have, and it pays
attention to the interest or skill that certain students have, because not all of the students like the
same things or not all of them are good at the same things.
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Discipline and classroom management
The pre-service teachers spent a considerable amount of time on disciplining students in
classroom management rather than in the lesson itself. A key factor contributing to this issue was
the large class sizes. The approximate number of students was from 40 to 48 in each classroom,
and this created a need to discipline the group, and created difficulties in getting students to
focus on the English lesson.
During the implementation, students had the opportunity to use the learning strategies that
they learnt from the lessons with the teacher-researchers. However, the homeroom teachers
tended again to use Spanish to ask for silence, and to organize the students in their seats using
the mother tongue which was different from what the learning strategies proposed for the
performance of the students.
In conclusion, the TBL methodology and strategies have had a positive impact on the
students in the improvement of the vocabulary stock and pronunciation. However, it is necessary
to apply a constant and intensive teaching process in order to acquire the expected results.
Teachers need a deeper training to teach a bilingual class. Since the Pilot program proposes to
turn the school into a bilingual school, teachers need to be ready to teach a class completely in
English.
6.3 Pedagogical Implications
As it was evidenced in this study, it is of crucial importance to focus on the appropriate
implementation of TBL in the classroom. If it is applied properly, students can gain fluency,
more vocabulary and accuracy, along with advanced speaking skills, which is the main aspect to
focus on.
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In order to obtain better results, and based on the evidence that was acquired from this
study, TBL must be applied in an atmosphere that is completely immersed into the English
language context. Teachers at J.M.R must know the methodology and apply it in every single
stage of the class, since it is a chain; and every link is part of the process, students have to follow
the corresponding steps to achieve the most important goal, which is improving or learning
English. Teachers must plan a class that includes knowledge related with real context, that can be
connected with their experiences, and that can be expanded in different occasions outside the
classroom.
Teachers must use different strategies to teach a skill and to provide a varied environment
for students according to their skills and abilities. Teachers at that school can select a skill that
they want to work in a lesson, and also, present a learning strategy to open a space and allow
students to experiment with something unusual and new. In simple moments, a learning strategy
can be applied, and students will obtain positive results because they already know those
expression and they felt familiar with them. E.g.: When a student needs to go to the bathroom but
he does not know how to express that idea, the teacher can give him a sentence, and he will
avoid using Spanish to say what he needs, or even when the teacher wants to ask for silence,
instead of doing it in Spanish, he/she can do it in English with a basic and easy sentence or word.
During the class, the topic must be relevant and connected to objectives and goals to
achieve. Students must see that they are going to develop an activity or start a new topic because
there is something to gain, they can see the importance of the lesson because there are things to
be done, and it can be fun. Competitions can allow the students to achieve a goal using target
language, and vocabulary from the lesson, and also enjoying it at the same time. It depends on
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the way that teachers plan the class, and the way they help the students to get used to this type of
activities each class.
Something characteristic about TBL is the way in which grammar is taught. Students
acquire grammar in an inductive way as it was mentioned before in this study; it means that
students have to discover it in the context and the activities that they develop during the lesson.
Teachers must avoid teaching it as the traditional way claims it to be taught. If students learn
how to discover it by themselves, they will not have the necessity of memorizing it without
finding any sense in it.
In this case, students can find the sense of grammar if they use it in speaking activities, if
they give their opinions and feelings using the grammar, if they join the vocabulary that they
know with the grammar structures in something meaningful that is related to something that they
know or have lived. Using life experiences, and things that they have seen, it is going to be better
for their English performance, their fluency, and use of vocabulary.
Regarding the context in which it is better to teach this methodology, this study showed
and evidenced that any context is appropriate, as soon as the students and the teacher are willing
to learn and teach, to change the common and traditional methods, and apply something new.
This methodology works for all learners, and they can obtain a remarkable advance in their
English.
Teachers at J.M.R are used to do the same activities each time, and they forget the
population that they have, for that reason, the learning process gets boring and repetitive, and
students just focus on the grade and not on the content of the lessons, and the utility that it
represents to them. Taking into account the population and planning a class that is relevant to
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that specific population is going to have better results in terms of the methodology, because it
will fit the necessities and the abilities of each student according to their age. As it is known, a
kid needs different things, and is motivated by different things than the adults, and a teacher
cannot plan a class in the exact way because the results will not change, that is why students
need to be immersed into a lesson that prompts motivation and fun using the topics of the class.
To conclude, teachers need to know the method, and they have to apply it in every
occasion to reinforce what students are starting to use. Also students need to feel a connection
between their reality and the knowledge they acquired to find it significant and feel that they can
use it anytime. And finally, it is important to include more speaking moments during the
classroom to increase interaction between students, and reduce teacher-student activities.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Research Project Timeline (Action Plan)

Initiation

•Januray
23rd February
26th (2011)

Monitoring/
Data collection

•Februrary
28th - May
15th (2012)

Classroom
Observation

•February
27th - May
14th (2011)

Data Analysis

•July 3rd August 31st
(2012)

Literature
review

•March 27th
- May 30th
(2011)

Conclusions

•September
3rd October
11th (2012)

Design Project
baseline

•July 17th November
18th (2011)

Preparing
proy6ect
presentation

•October
23rd November
16th (2012)
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Appendix 2: Students’ perception after the implementation of TBL (Student’s
interview)
Interview N°8
Interviewer: Hello
Student: Hello
I: can you give me your name please?
S: María Camila Parra
I: Ok, María Camila, eh the first question is: do you know any activities that help you improve
your English speaking level?
S: No,
I: Ok, what activities, does your teacher do in English classes?
S: sometimes, we do fun activities, the activities help us a lot, and she gives us photocopies
and… at last we all solve them,
I: do you feel that those activities help you to improve your level of English when speaking?
S: yes
I: do you have more vocabulary now?
S: yes
I: Are you pronouncing better than before?
S: Yes
I: Ok, in the class, do you have activities with your classmates where you just speak in English?
S: sometimes
I: Ok, would you like to do another type of activities, so your speaking skill improves?
S: Yes
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I: Do you know what you would like to?
S: No
I: And… the activities that you do in English class have a relation with the activities that you do
in your daily life?
S: Yes
I: How do they remind you of your daily life?
S: Eh… eh…
I: Do you use the language features that you learnt in English class at home?
S: Pardon?
I: Do you use the vocabulary learnt in class at home? Can you use it with your classmates, or
something like that?
S: Yes
I: Ok, thank you very much
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Appendix 3: Students’ perception after the implementation of TBL (Questions
in Spanish and English)

Entrevista a los estudiantes

1. ¿Qué actividades haces en clase para mejorar tus habilidades orales en Ingles?
2. ¿Qué actividades desarrolla tu profesora durante la clase?
3. ¿Sientes que estas actividades te ayudan a mejorar tu nivel de Ingles cuando hablas?
4. ¿Realizas actividades con tus demás compañeros en las que tienes que hablar solo en Ingles?
5. ¿Te gustaría hacer otro tipo de actividades para que tu habilidad oral mejores?

1. What activities do you do in class to improve your English oral ability?
2. What kind of activities does your teacher develop for the classes?
3. Do you feel that these activities help you to improve your English level when you speak?
4. Do you do activities with your classmates with whom you have to speak only English?
5. Would you like to do other kind of activities to improve your English oral ability?
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Appendix4: Consent Letter
Bogotá, D.C.
16 de agosto de 2011
Señor(a)
PADRE/MADRE DE FAMILIA
Estudiante Grado 301
I.E.D. José Manuel Restrepo
Calle 2 bis #56a-67

REF.: Solicitud de autorización participación en proyecto de investigación en inglés
Reciban un cordial saludo en nombre de los estudiantes del Programa de Licenciatura en Lengua
Castellana, Inglés y Francés de la Universidad de La Salle que se encuentran realizando su práctica
docente en la I.E.D. José Manuel Restrepo. Como parte de este proceso, nosotros realizamos una
propuesta de investigación que busca mejorar los procesos de aprendizaje de lengua inglesa de los niños y
niñas en estos grupos. Por ello, nos dirigimos con el fin de solicitar Su autorización de para que su hijo(a)
participe en este proyecto de investigación que se llevará a cabo en el curso 301 y 402 entre los meses de
agosto y noviembre del presente año.
Esta investigación estará dirigida por el docente Víctor Lugo, quien asesora el trabajo del grupo de
práctica docente en el colegio y será realizada por las estudiantes Nini Johanna Rodríguez Correal y
Cindy Tatiana Arredondo García. El objetivo es identificar los elementos necesarios para que los
estudiantes del colegio alcancen los objetivos del programa Bogotá Bilingüe, en el que está participando
activamente este Colegio y desarrollen su nivel de comunicación en inglés.
Es importante aclarar que la información recolectada será recolectada a través de grabaciones en audio o
video de las sesiones de clase, entrevistas personales y pruebas de uso del inglés en conversaciones y será
manejada con los criterios necesarios de confidencialidad y ética investigativa y se protegerá incluso
después de que se realice el reporte final; de modo que no se publicarán, por ningún motivo, el nombre ni
las características particulares de su hijo(a).
Finalmente, queremos resaltar el hecho de que la participación de su hijo(a) en este proyecto es
completamente voluntaria y se diseñarán estrategias para aquellos(as) niños(as) que no deseen participar.
Además, la aceptación inicial no implica permanencia, de modo que podrán retirarse del proyecto en
cualquier momento.

Agradecemos Su atención y colaboración.
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Estudiante 8º semestre
Universidad de La Salle
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Por favor, devolver este comprobante firmado al
Colegio
AUTORIZO
NO AUTORIZO
a que mi
hijo(a)__________________________________________
participe en el proyecto de investigación que realiza la
Universidad de La Salle

Firma de padre/madre de familia
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Bogotá, D.C.
16 de agosto de 2011
Señor(a)
PADRE/MADRE DE FAMILIA
Estudiante Grado 403
I.E.D. José Manuel Restrepo
Calle 2 bis #56a-67

REF.: Solicitud de autorización participación en proyecto de investigación en inglés
Reciban un cordial saludo en nombre de los estudiantes del Programa de Licenciatura en Lengua
Castellana, Inglés y Francés de la Universidad de La Salle que se encuentran realizando su práctica
docente en la I.E.D. José Manuel Restrepo. Como parte de este proceso, nosotros realizamos una
propuesta de investigación que busca mejorar los procesos de aprendizaje de lengua inglesa de los niños y
niñas en estos grupos. Por ello, nos dirigimos con el fin de solicitar Su autorización de para que su hijo(a)
participe en este proyecto de investigación que se llevará a cabo en el curso 301 y 402 entre los meses de
agosto y noviembre del presente año.
Esta investigación estará dirigida por el docente Víctor Lugo, quien asesora el trabajo del grupo de
práctica docente en el colegio y será realizada por las estudiantes Nini Johanna Rodríguez Correal y
Cindy Tatiana Arredondo García. El objetivo es identificar los elementos necesarios para que los
estudiantes del colegio alcancen los objetivos del programa Bogotá Bilingüe, en el que está participando
activamente este Colegio y desarrollen su nivel de comunicación en inglés.
Es importante aclarar que la información recolectada será recolectada a través de grabaciones en audio o
video de las sesiones de clase, entrevistas personales y pruebas de uso del inglés en conversaciones y será
manejada con los criterios necesarios de confidencialidad y ética investigativa y se protegerá incluso
después de que se realice el reporte final; de modo que no se publicarán, por ningún motivo, el nombre ni
las características particulares de su hijo(a).
Finalmente, queremos resaltar el hecho de que la participación de su hijo(a) en este proyecto es
completamente voluntaria y se diseñarán estrategias para aquellos(as) niños(as) que no deseen participar.
Además, la aceptación inicial no implica permanencia, de modo que podrán retirarse del proyecto en
cualquier momento.

Agradecemos Su atención y colaboración.
Cordialmente,
Cindy Tatiana Arredondo García
Estudiante 8º semestre
Universidad de La Salle

Por favor, devolver este comprobante firmado al
Colegio
AUTORIZO
NO AUTORIZO
a que mi
hijo(a)__________________________________________
participe en el proyecto de investigación que realiza la
Universidad de La Salle

Firma de padre/madre de familia
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Appendix5: Students’ photography during the implementation of the project
Third Graders

Third graders' Task Time
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Third Graders Task Product

Third graders talking during task time
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Third grader taking the Post- test

TBL implementation in fourth grade
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Learning strategies teaching in third grade

Fourth graders speaking in English during
task time
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Appendix6: Lesson plan sample
DATE LESSON IS TAUGHT: Tuesday 13th, 2011
TIME ALLOTTED: 80”

LOCATION OF LESSON: Fourth Grade Classroom

LENGTH OF LESSON: 60”

NUMBER OF STUDENTS: 14 girls and 21 boys

The difference in time is 20 min. In
which students take their break.

REASON FOR THE
DIFFERENCE

STUDENTS’ CEFR LEVEL: A1

LESSON AIM

To review vocabulary about clothes and seasons.

GUIDING CONTENTS

Topics for the class: The seasons and Clothes

LEARNING OBJECTIVE(S)

By the end of this lesson, the learners will be better able to:
- Describe images to say what people are wearing.
- Choose the most appropriate option to answer corresponding questions.

SEQUENCING

In the previous class learners started the topic about clothes and seasons and for next week they are going to
continue working on this topic.

ASSUMED KNOWLEDGE

Learners are already able to
Give a characteristic of each season and mention different garment.

ANTICIPATED DIFFICULTIES
1.
2.

Students do not work as a group.
Students criticise a partner when he/she gives a
wrong answer.
PROCEDURE

ANTICIPATED SOLUTIONS
1. Explain them the importance of working in groups to achieve a goal.
2. If a student criticise a partner, he/she has to apologize him/ her. If it continues
happening this student will have a penance.
MATERIALS
REQUIRED

AIM

1.

Pre-task: Ss have to describe what people are wearing in six
different pictures while the teacher writes on the board what
they say.

1. Pictures

1. To make a review of
the vocabulary learned
last class

2.

Task: in this part learners are playing a power point game
called “jeopardy” that consist of answer-questions about
seasons and clothes to get money. The group that gets more
money is the winner.

2. Power Point
Slides

2. To foster the work
in groups to achieve a
goal.

KIND OF
DURATION
INTERACTION
T Ss

SsSs

15 min.

35 min.
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3.

Post-Task: Ss have to fill out an interview asking a partner
questions about clothes. This activity is in pairs.

N.B.: Attach copies of the materials to be used in the lesson.

3. Interview

3. To use the
vocabulary learned
during the class.
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SsSs

10 min.
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Appendix 8: Students’ perception after the implementation of TBL (Student’s
interview)
Interview N° 4
Interviewer: can you give me your name please?
Student: Valentina Garcia Avendaño
I: Ok, the first question is: Do you have any knowledge of activities that help you
improving your English speaking skills.
S: Yes, eh… for example the English eh, the….
I: The ones you remember, any
S: So, the ones that help me more
I: that help you speak better, pronounce better
S: Eh…. the parts… the, to be honest I don’t remember very well
I: You don’t remember, but there are any?
S: Yes
I: Ok, what activities does your teacher develop in English class?
S: Parts of the body, animals, eh… parts of the animals
I: do you feel that those activities help you improving your level of English when
speaking?
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S: Yes of course, because the teacher evaluates what we do in class and when I don’t
pronounce the words correctly, she … she corrects me and I learn
I: Ah Ok, would you like to do other type of activities so your speaking skill improves?
S: No, It’s fine like this
I: And those activities that you have done in class are similar to things that you do in your
daily life?
S: sometimes
I: Like what for example
S: Because… because… because when I help mi siblings do homework, to learn
vocabulary for example clothes and things of Halloween… so they know more English, but most
of the times nobody of my family talks in English nor my friends so I don’t practice
I: Ok, thank you.

